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One of the most chic areas of the city, where the
Parisian spirit will visit us. Here we can enjoy some of
their outdoor terraces, as well as make purchases in
fashion stores, missing out on the most famous streets.
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THE NAVIGLI
This neighborhood main attraction are the channels.
Those who had once served for business a lot of years
ago. You can’t lose their restaurants, the Church of San
Cristoforo, or the alley of the Lavanderas.
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ARCO DELLA PACE
It found in the Piazza Sempione, with 25 meters of
height, and buit with marble is a jewlery of its time that
you have to visit.
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Being the second largest park in the city, the first is the
Sempione Park, boasts a unique atmosphere with all
its corners, where to spend a relaxed day of ride, and
important museums in its surroundings.
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Here we are going to discover the incredible Cathedral
that governs the city center. With its Gothic style, is
one of the world’s big cathedrals. Not can let of visit its
terrace to contemplate Milan from heights.

A pretty pedestrian square, attached to the Duomo’s
Square. The famous theatre La Sacala, known by its
important Opera House, is located just to the side.

GALLERIA VITTORIO EMANUELE II

CASTELLO SFORZESCO

One of the best sites for shopping in the city. With a
beautiful architecture, plenty of stores, some of them
quite elegant, as well as a great offer gastronomic.

One of the more emblematic monuments, is
headquarters of numerous museums, some of them
are the best of the city. It is also interesting to visit the
adjacent courtyard.

QUADRILATERO DELLA MODA
The most famous commercial area of one of the
fashion capitals, we will find all record stores to buy
anything you want, and what be within our reach.

CORSO COMO
Is the most avant-garde area of the city, where all
the fashion people is concentrated to look their best
models. A bit far from the Center, the best option is to
go by scooter and enjoy of its peculiar and original
enviroment.

